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PACS. 45.70.-n  Granular systems.
PACS. 81.70.Ha  Testing in mirogravity environments.
PACS. 45.50.-j  Dynamis and kinematis of a partile and a system of partiles.
Abstrat.  We report an experimental study of a dilute gas of inelastially olliding
partiles exited by vibrations in low gravity. We show that reording the ollision frequeny
together with the impulses on a wall of the ontainer gives aess to several quantities of
interest. We observe that the mean ollision frequeny does not sale linearly with the number
N of partiles in the ontainer. This is due to the dissipative nature of the ollisions and is also
diretly related to the non extensive behaviour of the kineti energy (the granular temperature
is not intensive).
Introdution.  Sine Maxwell and Boltzmann preditions in 1860-70, it is well-known
that moleules of a gas move erratially with a Gaussian veloity distribution, as experimen-
tally veried later [1℄. This allows thermodynami and transport properties of moleular gases
to be desribed. However, these kineti theory results do not hold if the partile interations
are dissipative or depend on their veloities (e.g., in relativisti plasmas [2℄). A well-known
example of dissipative gas is the granular gas (see [3,4℄ for a reent olletion of papers). Sine
ollisions between granular partiles are inelasti, a ontinuous input of energy (by vibrating
a piston or the ontainer) is required to reah a nonequilibrium steady state. In this regime,
granular matter sometimes seems to behave like an moleular gas in whih partiles follow er-
rati motions, but several experiments have displayed striking dierent properties: Instability
of the homogeneous density state leading to luster formation [57℄, non-Gaussian nature of
the veloity distribution [8℄, anomalous saling of the pressure [7, 9℄. These eets have been
also numerially simulated and some of them have been theoretially understood [10℄.
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In this paper, we report a 3D experiment of a dilute granular medium uidized by sinusoidal
vibrations in a low gravity environment. The motivation for low gravity is to ahieve an
experimental situation in whih inelasti ollisions are the only interation mehanism, and
where only one input variable (the inverse vibration frequeny) has the dimension of time [6℄.
This eliminates possible resonanes between the time of ight of a partile under gravity
and the period of vibration. The aim is to observe new phenomena whih result from the
inelastiity of the ollisions, thus absent in moleular gases. We rst study the saling of the
ollision frequeny with a ontainer wall with respet to the vibration veloity, V , and the
partile number, N . We also measure the time lag distribution between suessive ollisions
with the wall and the impulse distribution. We show in partiular that two measurements
display signiant dierenes from the behaviours observed in moleular gases: the salings
of the ollision frequeny and of the partile impulse distribution with N . The saling of
the granular temperature with V has been extensively investigated [3℄, but there exists only
one 2D experiment for the saling with N [11℄. We emphasize that veloity distributions in
granular gases have been measured so far only for nearly 2D geometries. In the 3D ase, it is
muh easier to measure the distribution of impat veloities at a boundary as done here. This
measurement involves a similar information ontent and an be easily ompared to moleular
dynamis simulations [12℄.
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Fig. 1  Typial time reording of the fore sensor [impulse response I(t)℄ during 10 periods of vibration
showing 106 ollisions. Inset: zoom of this signal during 1.3 ms showing two deteted ollision peaks
(◦) and the typial damping time of the osillatory response of the sensor. The parameters of vibration
are: N = 12, f = 40 Hz, A = 1.96 mm (not listed in Table I).
Experimental setup.  A xed transparent Lexan tube, D = 12.7 mm in inner diameter
and L = 10 mm in height, is lled with N steel spheres, d = 2 mm in diameter. Experiments
have been performed with N = 12, 24, 36 and 48 respetively orresponding to n = 0.3, 0.6,
0.9 and 1.2 partile layers at rest (paking fration from 0.04 to 0.18). A piezoeletri fore
sensor (PCB 200B02), 12.7 mm in diameter, is xed at the top of the ell in order to reord
the partile ollisions with the upper wall. A piston made of duralumin, 12 mm in diameter,
is driven sinusoidally at the bottom of the ell by an eletromagneti shaker. The frequeny f
is in the range 40 to 91 Hz and the maximal displaement amplitude A is varied from 0.4 to 2
mm. The vibration parameters during the time line are listed in Table I. Vibration amplitudes
are measured by piezoeletri aelerometers (PCB 356A08) srewed in the shaft in a triaxial
way. Typial output sensitivities in the vibration diretion and in the perpendiular diretions
are, respetively, 0.1 and 1 V/g, where g = 9.81 m/s2 is the aeleration of gravity. Typial
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fore sensor harateristis are a 11.4 mV/N output sensitivity, a 70 kHz resonant frequeny,
and a 10 µs rise time. Low gravity environment (about ±5×10−2g) is repetitively ahieved by
ying with the speially modied Airbus A300 Zero-G airraft through a series of paraboli
trajetories whih result in low gravity periods, eah of 20 s. An absolute aeleration sensor
allows the detetion of the low gravity phases and the automati inrement of the vibration
parameters after eah parabola. The output signals of fore, respetively aelerations, are
stored on a omputer on 16 bits at a 2 MHz sampling rate, respetively, on 12 bits at 10 kHz.
N A f V Γ Nw Symbols
(mm) (Hz) (m/s) in Fig. 3
12 0.92 40 0.23 5.9 2591 ×
12 0.65 59.7 0.24 9.3 2605 ◦
12 0.88 80 0.44 22.7 5756 •
12 0.64 90.9 0.37 21.4 4617 +
24 0.96 40 0.24 6.2 5097 ∗
24 0.67 59.7 0.25 9.6 4078 ♦
24 0.89 80 0.44 22.8 8362 ▽
36 0.44 40 0.11 2.8 2538 △
36 0.67 59.7 0.25 9.7 6496 penta.
36 0.89 80 0.44 22.8 9744 ◦
36 0.69 90.9 0.39 22.9 9741 ×
48 0.42 40 0.11 2.7 2728 ×
48 0.69 59.7 0.26 9.9 8650 hexa.
48 0.89 80 0.45 22.9 10906 ◦
48 0.73 90.9 0.41 24.2 12512 
Table I  Vibration parameters during eah parabola. V = 2piAf and Γ = 4pi2Af2/g are respetively
the maximal piston veloity and the dimensionless aeleration. The number of ollisions Nw on the
sensor is deteted during θ = 16 s of low gravity to avoid transient states.
Detetion of ollisions.  A typial time reording of the fore sensor shows a suession
of peaks orresponding to partile ollisions, as displayed in Fig. 1 for 10 periods of vibration.
Bursts of peaks roughly our in phase with the vibration but the number of peaks in eah
burst and their amplitude are random (see Fig. 1). A peak orresponds to the ollision of
a single sphere, whih leads to an almost onstant impat duration from 5 to 6 µs for our
range of partile veloities v (assumed of the order of V ). Indeed, the Hertz's law of ontat
between a sphere of radius R and a plane made of same material, leads to a duration of
ollision τ = Y R/v1/5, where Y = 6.9 × 10−3 (s/m)4/5 for steel [13℄. The signal reorded
by the sensor orresponds to an impulse response, I(t). Eah peak due to a ollision is thus
followed by an osillatory tail at the sensor resonane frequeny (roughly 100 kHz) damped
over 500 µs (see inset of Fig. 1). A thresholding tehnique is applied to the signal in order to
detet the ollisions. We have to disard a time interval of 100 µs around eah deteted peak
in order to avoid ounting the rst maxima of eah osillatory tail as additional ollisions.
Thus an additional weak ollision ouring in the osillatory tail due to the previous one may
be missed by our detetion proess. However, the disarded time interval is small ompared
to the mean time lag (a few ms) between suessive ollisions if their statistis is assumed
Poissonian (see below). Consequently, the probability of possibly disarded ollisions is small.
Collision frequeny saling.  The number of ollisions Nw with the top wall (i.e., the
sensor) is obtained by the previous thresholding tehnique, for eah parameter listed in Table
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I, during θ = 16 s of low gravity to avoid possible transient states. For a xed number of
partiles, N , Fig. 2 shows that the ollision frequeny, νw = Nw/θ, is proportional to the
maximal piston veloity, V , for 0.1 ≤ V ≤ 0.5 m/s. As also shown in Fig. 2, νw ∝ V Nα,
with α = 0.6± 0.1 for our range of N . This result strongly diers from the kineti theory of
moleular gases for whih νw varies linearly with N . It annot be explained either in the very
dilute limit (Knudsen regime). Indeed, assuming that eah partile mostly ollides with the
boundaries of the ontainer and does not interat with others, leads to νw ∝ V N/[2(L− d)].
Therefore partiles do interat signiantly with eah other through inelasti ollisions. We
will show below that this anomalous saling is a onsequene of the dissipative nature of
ollisions. Note also that this saling law with N has been reently reovered in 2D numerial
simulations [12℄. It thus appears to be a robust and generi behaviour of granular gases as we
will explain below.
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Fig. 2  Collision frequeny resaled by the number of partiles, νw/N
0.6
, as a funtion of V for
N =12 () and (); 24(♦); 36(▽); 48(◦). -marks are from a previous set of experiments at xed
N = 12 for 15 dierent veloities whih are not listed in Table I. Solid line orresponds to the t
νw/N
0.6 = V/l0 where l0 ≃ 5.9 mm.
Time lag distribution.  The probability density funtions (PDF) of the time lag ∆t
between two suessive ollisions with the top wall is displayed in Fig. 3 for 4 dierent values
of N and various parameters of vibration. These PDFs are found to derease exponentially
with ∆t and to sale like V for our range of V . This exponential distribution for the time
lag statistis is the expeted one for Poissonian statistis. As already shown for the data of
Fig. 2, these PDFs an be ollapsed by the N0.6 resaling. We also observe in Fig. 3 that
even the largest values of ∆tV are smaller than L. In our range of N , the Knudsen number,
K = l/L, is in the range 0.1− 1, where l is the mean free path, l = Ω/(Npid2). We are thus in
a transition regime from a Knudsen regime to a kineti regime. It orresponds to a rossover
between the very dilute regime for whih eah partile mostly ollides with the boundaries (l
of order L independent of N), to the kineti regime (l inversely proportional to N). Finally, if
the amplitude of vibration, A, is not negligible with respet to L (i.e., A/L ≥ 0.17), the time
lag distributions are no longer exponential (not shown here).
Impulse distribution.  The PDFs of the maxima I of the impats reorded in Fig. 1
are displayed in Fig. 4 for 4 dierent values of N and various parameters of vibration. Note
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Fig. 3  Probability density funtions of the time lag ∆t between two suessive ollisions resaled
by V (V = 2piAf), for N = 12, 24, 36 and 48 partiles, and for dierent vibration parameters (see
symbols in Table I).
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Fig. 4  Probability density funtions of the impulse I of the impats on the sensor resaled by V ,
for dierent vibration parameters. Symbols are the same as Fig. 3.
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that the low impulse events are not resolved beause of noise. Indeed, we expet that the
PDFs vanish for I = 0. We rst observe that they sale like V , for our range of V (see Fig.
4). Seond, they display exponential tails with a slope inreasing with the partile number
N . Third, the PDF for dierent values of N an be roughly ollapsed when I is saled like
V/Nβ with β ≈ 0.8 ± 0.2. This shows that the mean partile veloity v near the wall sales
like, v ∝ V/Nβ , whih gives for the granular temperature near the wall, Tw ∝ V 2/N2β (see
below). Finally, we observe that the shape of the distributions of I also dier from kineti
theory of moleular gas. They display an exponential tail instead of the Gaussian one. Note
however, that it has been observed many times that a universal shape of the bulk veloity
distribution do not exist for granular gases. In partiular, a signiant eet of side walls has
been reported [8℄.
Disussion and onluding remarks.  The experimental results obtained on the ollision
frequeny and the distribution of impulse at the wall are related and an be used to extrat
information on various quantities of interest. Indeed, keeping only quantities that depends
on V and N , we have νw ∝ ρwv ∝ ρwI where ρw is the partile density at the wall. Thus,
we get ρw ∝ Nα+β and Tw ∝ V 2N−2β . The density of partiles lose to the wall opposite to
the piston inreases faster than N (α+ β = 1.4± 0.3) beause the density gradient beomes
larger when N inreases. Indeed, it is well known that the granular temperature dereases
away from the piston beause of inelasti ollisions. Thus, the density has to inrease in order
to keep the pressure P onstant (in zero gravity environment). We also have from the state
equation for a dilute gas, P ∝ ρwTw ∝ V 2Nα−β.
The dependene on N of the ollision frequeny an be understood as follows: we have
νw ∝ ρwv. In a moleular gas, ρw ∝ N and v is xed by the thermostat and does not depend
on N , thus we have νw ∝ N . In a granular gas, v or the total kineti energy E are determined
from the balane between the injeted power by the vibrating piston and the dissipated one
by inelasti ollisions. For a dilute gas with a restitution oeient r very lose to 1 suh that
the density is roughly homogeneous (ρw ∝ N), E does not depend on N , and thus v ∝ 1/
√
N .
Thus, we get νw ∝
√
N [12℄. In the present experiment, both the saling of the density and
the one of the mean veloity dier from this limit ase, beause gradients of density and
granular temperature annot be negleted. However, the predition in the limit r ≃ 1 gives
a good approximation to the observed saling of the ollision frequeny. This shows that a
granular gas driven by a vibrating piston strongly diers from a moleular gas in ontat with
a thermostat even in the limit r ≃ 1.
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